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The crossing of boundaries is always psychologically challenging and confronting for an individual. 

The process of crossing boundaries can affect individuals’ personal growth and be liberating or 

restrictive to/ change their perspective of the world. In particular, emotional and personal 

boundaries must be confronted to allow individuals to transform how they view themselves and 

society. Gail Jones’ novel Five Bells illuminates the disastrous and liberating effect of the challenged 

perspectives of individuals, namely James and Pei Xing. Ric S. Bastasa’s poem Crossing Boundaries 

depicts the destructive impact of change on personal relationships, and Art Spiegelman’s graphic 

novel Maus presents how psychological fear and guilt crosses a generational divide. 

The difficulty of crossing emotional boundaries may shape the individual, and where successful, 

provide beneficial outcomes. In Five Bells, James’ solipsistic notion of the world allows him to see 

that ‘his wretched life was forming a pattern, preordained and imprisoning,' and he rejects this 

recurring part of his identity. The negative connotative adjectives convey his sense of fury with 

himself and his environment. He lingers on his experiences as an ‘inadequate boy’ and parallels his 

life to Magritte’s- enmeshing his existence with the past, which inhibits his development. His 

ultimate failure to overcome communication barriers, particularly with Ellie, establishes him as a 

character foil to Pei Xing. Pei Xing also initially sees herself as a prisoner to an inescapable past, and 

feels constrained by the uncrossed boundary of psychological fear. However by the novel’s 

conclusion she reflects that she is ‘reversed into her own history…walking…forwards backwards.’ 

The metaphor of backwards movement, symbolic of calm, cyclic Tai Chi steps, shows how unlike 

James, acceptance of her past has enabled a positive outlook. In forgiving Dong Hua, she breaks free 

of the cycle of her past and finds peace. Hence, overcoming restrictive boundaries may instigate 

necessary changes on characters’ lives, forming a key part of individual identity.  

Crossing personal barriers may alter characters’ views of themselves and others, influencing the way 

they conduct their relationships. This is emphasised through James, who is unable to share his 

troubles with Ellie, as the boundaries created by the trauma of death extend into his personal 

relationships. The use of a simile shows how James’ view of the world has been influenced by the 

death of Amy, as ‘he was oppressed… as if she were a vision, transparent, with the world shining 

through her.’  The tone of unease portrays his inability to surpass the border of depression and 

reach acceptance that Amy is gone. Unlike Pei Xing, James cannot overcome the barriers of his past, 

preventing him from making human connections. Similarly, Crossing Boundaries explores the pain of 

an individual who has undergone personal change and sees themselves differently, causing their 

relationship to suffer.  The use of epistrophe in ‘i feel nothing/ if I scream/i hear nothing and you 

hear nothing’ exemplifies an empty sense of despair. These declarations reflect the persona’s 

passing of an emotional border into pervading sadness and loss. The second person address ‘you 

have changed/ two worlds apart/ beyond sadness crossing the boundary,’ reveals that the persona’s 

altered perspective of the world has rendered them incapable of expressing themselves and 

understanding others. While the opening stanza expresses the persona’s desire to break physical 

boundaries with touch, the concluding lines juxtapose this, with ‘i have no hands, my fingers/are 

empty rivers.’ This thus displays the changed perspectives and detrimental consequences that 

crossing boundaries can have on relationships.  

The restrictions may be formed by the individual may cause conflicting boundaries with those of the 

world and the people close to them. The graphic novel Maus addresses how the children of victims 
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may be affected by the emotional barriers of their parents. The brutality of the Holocaust and Pei 

Xing’s exploitation epitomises the conflict of radical change, caused by clashing opinions on where 

boundaries should be placed. The fragmentation of panels focused on Vladek’s leg, head, and torso, 

come together to form a complete picture of him pedalling on his exercise bike, metaphorically 

representing his inability to move away from his past. It also illustrates the way Vladek’s story is 

gradually told in pieces. Vladek’s younger self in a circular frame against the other panels, acts as the 

wheel to his exercise bike, displaying how the past is interwoven into the present. In a close up, Art 

speaks to his wife about the intergenerational impact of severe discrimination. His parents’ 

experiences have clearly affected him as he looks downwards, thoughtful, recalling his own 

traumatic childhood memories. These are suffocating, just as James as a child in a carnival tent ‘felt 

he would die there, swallowed in the belly of a beast.’ This foreshadows James’ death, as a biblical 

reference to Jonah being swallowed by a beast after throwing himself into the sea to find salvation 

and inner peace, as James later does. James willingly passes a moral boundary, and likewise, Art’s 

mother Anja also commits suicide after surviving the Holocaust. Therefore, the disparate boundaries 

of the individual may cause complications against the demands of others in their world. 

Boundary crossing may challenge characters’ outlook in order to help them realise their identity, 

which may cause tension in their relationships. Personal and emotional boundaries may arise that 

prove too crucial to be avoided, with dispute spurred by individual needs to approach a range of 

boundaries in unalike ways. Five Bells by Gail Jones, Ric S. Bastasa’s Crossing Boundaries, and Art 

Spiegelman’s Maus, present the often life-changing nature of boundaries and their role in linking 

characters to their sense of self and awareness of others. 

 

 


